C4380 CHICAGO 70 (CANADA, 1970)
(Other titles: Conspiracy circus; The great Chicago conspiracy circus)

Credits: director, Kerry Feltham; story, trial transcripts and Lewis Carroll's *Alice in wonderland*.

Cast: Toronto Workshop Theatre Repertory Players (Mel Dixon, Jim Lawrence, Calvin Butler, Neil Walsh, et al.)

Summary: Experimental political satire set in Chicago in 1970. Amalgam of *Alice in wonderland* and the transcripts of the Chicago conspiracy trial originally staged as a play.


“The Chicago 70” *American Film Institute catalog [GB]* (Entry F6.0766)


[Chicago 70] *Take one* 2/10 (Mar/Apr 1070), p. 29.

[Chicago 70] *Time out* n. 84 (Sep 24, 1971), p. 42.